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Abstract: Nowadays Competitive Intelligence (CI) represents one of the most important pieces in strategic management of organizations in order to sustain and enhance competitive advantage over competitors. There are some studies that claim that a successful strategic management is influenced by the accuracy of external environment’s evaluation and, in the same time, in order to have correct and complete business strategies it is necessary to be sustained by competitive advantage. But till at the beginning of ‘80 the things were totally different. This paper will present the evolution and the objectives of CI, the results of using CI in organizations and how can be improved the CI process using tools and techniques provided by business intelligence (BI). The study will propose a framework of a decision support system based on web mining techniques in order to enhance capabilities of organization’s competitive intelligence.
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1 Introduction

Several studies ([13], [27], [30], [28], [32]) consider that starting with the second half of the 20th century a series of researches were focused on the enhancing competitiveness of the organization based on concept of intelligence as a process. [3], [37] state that the accuracy of external environment’s evaluation has a big influence over a successful strategic management and correct and complete business strategies must be sustained by competitive advantage. In the context of using methods and tools provided by information technology and communication (ITC), the increasing significance of using information and knowledge in order to obtain a competitive advantage and the enhancing ability of organization in order to maximize the efficiency of using internal and external linkages through new data and information flows [32] represent an activity which must be closely supervised in every organization.

There are studies claiming that competitive intelligence (CI), as a research area, attracted growing attention over the last two decades and especially in the last years ([7], [5]). Some of the main factors which had a great influence over this evolution are: (1) spectacular development of the information technology and communication (ITC) domain, (2) methods and tools provided by ITC, (3) exponentially use of the Internet, many CI researchers considering that Internet represents the one of the major information data sources used by CI ([36], [41], [5]).

The research objectives of this study are outlined below:

- presenting a short overview of competitive intelligence (CI) evolution and possible ways of developing in future; 
- identifying the objectives of using competitive intelligence (CI) in organizations;
- presenting a short overview of some specific tools and techniques provided by business intelligence (BI) which can be used in competitive intelligence;
- identifying the results of using competitive intelligence (CI) in organizations;
proposing a framework for a decision support system using web mining techniques.

An extensive review of literature will be conducted in order to accomplish the goals of this study.

2 Definition and evolution of competitive intelligence

The literature related to intelligence suggests that there are three directions for this area [5]:

- the first is represented by the military domain where can be identified one of the earliest studies regarding intelligence, which is The Art of War by Sun Tzu (translated by Griffith in 1963);
- the second is represented by the national security as a policy issue [4];
- the third is represented by the economic domain, where the intelligence determines an increasing competitiveness of organizations [12].

[21] consider that information is factual because consist in numbers, indicators, data about competitors, customers, suppliers regarding past actions of them, but intelligence represents a collection of cleaned, filtered and analyzed information that support managers in decision making process.

The modern approach of competitive intelligence (CI) was appeared after the second world war and started to become important in the ’80 [15], the indicators that are sustaining this being:

- the number of conferences having the topic competitive intelligence (CI) which is increasing constantly;
- the increasing number of books, articles, studies, papers and other types of publication about competitive intelligence (CI);
- the increasing number of academic courses and professional programs dedicated to competitive intelligence (CI);
- the developing and increasing role of Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP) which is a global organization with declared mission to "be the global organization of choice for professionals engaged in competitive intelligence and related disciplines" and to "be the premier advocate for the skilled use of intelligence to enhance business decision-making and organizational performance" (www.scip.org) and having the declared vision: "Better decisions through competitive intelligence".

Starting with the 1980 an important number of researchers tried to define the concept of competitive intelligence (CI).

CI it is represented by information which describe how competitive is an organization and, in the same time, it is being able to predict moves of the business environment actors (competitors, customers, suppliers, government etc) [16].

CI represents an iterative and systematic process for gathering and analyzing data and information about activities of competitors, business environment and business trends in order to fulfill the goals of organization [21].

CI represents a process that predicts behavior and moves of the actors (competitor, customer, suppliers, government etc) which interact with organization or influence either the business environment or the behavior of organization [6]. The results provided by CI are used in order to identify potential business opportunities and to minimize the possibility of appearance for unpredictable situations, those facts define the goal of the CI: to predict the future situations (what is going to happen) rather than debate past situations (what did happen).
CI is a process that aims to monitor the external business environment of organization in order to identify relevant information for decision making process [9].

Competitive intelligence represents a process that consists of two levels [25]:

- Accessing legal and ethical data sources (publicly or semipublicly) in order to gather data for building new data sources regarding competitors, competition, environmental conditions, past, present or future trends etc.
- Analyzing those new data sources in order to transform data into usable and valuable information and knowledge that will support the decision making process.

Summarizing all those points of view we consider that competitive intelligence represents a continuous process of gathering data, information and knowledge about actors (competitors, customers, suppliers, government etc) which interact with organization in the business environment in order to support decision making process for enhancing competitiveness of organization.

The CI process consists in the following steps: monitoring business environment (external data, information and knowledge), gathering, analyzing, filtering and disseminating intelligence that will support decision making process in order to increase competitiveness and improve position of organization.

[33] considers that evolution of CI could be divided in following stages: (1) "Competitive Intelligence Gathering" occurred through the 60s and 70s; (2) "Industry and Competitor Analysis" occurred through 1980 and 1987; (3) "Competitive Intelligence for Strategic Decision Making" occurred through 1987 and 2000; (4) "Competitive Intelligence as a Core Capability" which represent the present stage in CI evolution.

In the Competitive Intelligence Gathering stage of CI the key defining event was the book "Competitive strategy" published by Michael Porter in 1980. Personnel involved in CI activities were located mostly in Library or Marketing department and the primary skill was capability to find information [33]. Despite the fact that organization was collected large amount of data, over gathered data rarely were applied some static analyses. Another important thing was represented by very weak connection between CI and decision making process. Development of skills in information acquisition was the key issue of this stage.

In the Industry and Competitor Analysis stage of CI the key defining event was the founding of the Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP). Personnel involved in CI activities were located mostly in Planning or Marketing department, over gathered data were applied quantitative analyses, and between CI and decision making process was a weak connection [33]. Building a business case for CI, spy image and analytical skill development were the keys issues of this stage.
In the *Competitive Intelligence for Strategic Decision Making* stage of CI the key defining event was the establishment of the Competitive Intelligence Review. Personnel involved in CI activities were located mostly in Planning, Marketing or CI unit, over gathered data were applied quantitative and qualitative analyses, and between CI and decision making process was a strong connection. Demonstrating bottom-line input, role of information technology, CI technology, international CI, demands vs. supply-driven CI, counter-intelligence were the keys issues of this stage [33].

In the *Competitive Intelligence as a Core Capability* stage of CI the key defining event is represented by CI courses taught in universities and in business school across the world. Personnel involved in CI activities are located mostly in CI units, Planning or Marketing, over gathered data are be applied qualitative emphasis analyses and information and knowledge provided by CI represent a raw material for decision making. Managing the parallel process, intelligence infrastructures for multinationals, CI as learning, network analysis are the keys issues of this stage.

### 3 The objectives and results of using CI in organizations

From the beginning is important to emphasize that is not necessary that every organization to develop and implement an organized CI activity. In many cases formal information gathered from external sources (Internet, media, government etc) and informal data and information collected, analyzed and filtered by managers represent a very flexible and efficient informal CI. But in the case of some organization, an informal CI is not enough in order to support tactic and strategic decision making process, fact that conduct to develop and implement an organized CI system. The CI can be used in order to increase the capabilities of the organizational memory (OM) of the enterprise because the OM contains organizational memory information systems which are based on Knowledge Management techniques [39].

In the last years, enterprises are constantly working to improve and to enhance their operations [40].

The reasons which are staying at the base of decision to implement a CI in organization are various [21]:

- The globalization process which determine an increasing level of competition among organizations because the number of competitor is increasing and, in the same time, the quantity and quality of goods and services provided by them growing continuously.

- The new products, services, methods and tools provided by information technology and communication domain.

- The rapidly changing of the business environment where new business opportunities appear and disappear very fast and the period of time allocated for decision making processes is decreasing constantly.

- Political changes which affect and influence the business environment as well as the evolution of organizations.

A review of the literature related to objectives of using CI in organization reveals quite a wide and ambitious arrangement of objectives for CI [31].

[1] consider that objectives of using an organized information system of CI are: (1) identifying and analyzing new business opportunities or the market trends; (2) developing or updating software using latest technologies, methods and tools for software developing; (3) maximizing revenues and minimizing expenses; (4) identifying, understanding and analyzing strategies, already implemented or in the phase of implementation.

[31] consider that objectives of using an organized information system of CI are: (1) help organization in order to gain a competitive edge; (2) reveal opportunities and threats by surveying weak signals;
(3) process and combine data, information and knowledge in order to produce new knowledge about competitors, customers, suppliers etc.; (4) provide useful information for managers in decision making process and reduce the period of time used by decision making process.

In our opinion, the objectives of using an organized information system of CI in organizations are:

- Enhancing organization’s competitiveness.
- Predicting, with a high level of trust, business environment’s evolutions, competitors’ actions, customers’ requirements, even influences generated by political changes.
- Providing a better and better support for strategic decision making process.

There are studies that identify some benefit derived from using organized information system of CI [16]: (1) increasing analytical skill for managers and the ability to anticipate moves of the other actors from organization’s business environment; (2) sharing ideas and knowledge inside organization in order to develop new ideas or knowledge or to integrate the existing into organization.

Some authors identified new benefits from using organized information system of CI [21]: (1) discovering new potential competitors or customers and supporting starting of new businesses; (2) identifying and analyzing new technologies, products and processes that influence organization’s activities and behavior; (3) identifying and analyzing political or legislative standards or regulations that influence organization’s activities and behavior; (4) identifying and analyzing situations, from competitors, customers, suppliers or other, that evolved into successes or into failures.

4 Decision Support System and Web Mining

In the last years, due to the economic evolution, the amount of data and information which must be used in order to adopt better decision has increase extraordinary; therefore the decisional process from organizations has a spectacular evolution [42]. Companies gathering data from a various sources and deposit them in data warehouses which represent a collection of subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant and non-volatile data used in order to support the process of decision-making [20]. Each person involved in the process of decision-making can and must be supported in performing his activities by specialized IT tools [14]. [8] consider that Decision Support Systems (DSS) represents a specific class of information system that supports business and organizational decision-making activities.

[19] state that business intelligence represents the ability of companies of analyzing and studying the behavior and actions from previous periods of time in order to understand actual position of organization and to predict or try to change what is going to happen in future period of time. [35] consider that business intelligence is composed from following components: (1) Extraction, Transformation and Loading - ETL; (2) Data mining; (3) Online Analytical Processing - OLAP; (4) Enterprise reporting.

In last decade, the Internet growing was spectacular and the amount of information which reside on the Internet is huge and nowadays the World Wide Web became represents one of the major source of data and information for all activities [11]. In order to extract relevant information from the Web it is necessary to examine and to analyze the content, structure and usage of web resources using techniques of data mining [26]. Because the scope of data mining is the identify patterns which are hidden in large databases [29], in the last decade, the web mining technologies developed in this period determine an increasing of volume of valuable material which can easily browsed and identified over the Internet [18].

Web data mining represents a group of three concepts (Figure 2): web content mining, web structure mining and web usage mining and it is very important to make a clear distinction between these concepts ([10], [24], [22]). [34] consider that web content mining represents "the process of searching for contextually relevant sources of web data whose embedded information can be extracted and used to generate actionable knowledge". [24] consider that "web structure mining tries to discover the model underlying
the Web hyperlink structure”. [34] consider that the web usage mining represents "the process of searching for user behavior patterns by mining the data stored in referrer logs, server access logs, and other web user behavior data repositories”.

![Figure 2: Structure of web data mining](image)

There are studies ([23]; [38]) that consider that web content mining and web structure mining can be used to gather data about business competitors in order to enhance business decision-making and organizational performance.

5 Proposed framework for a Decision Support System using Web mining capabilities

Because a modern company’s information system must also contain data and information acquired from the web which are extremely dynamically. In the same time, during the decision making process, the information system must be updated with the latest data, information and knowledge. In this section will be presented a framework for decision support system using web mining techniques based on architecture consist of three tiers (Figure 3): decision tier, logic tier and data tier.

The decision tier, which is the top-most level of the model, receives the request from the user and invokes the logic tier for resolving the request after translating the request. After the receiving of results from logic layer, the decision layer transposes these into a format that help user to understand and use them.

The logic tier, which is the middle level of the model, has the following functions:

- gather data, information and knowledge from company’s information system, invoking data mining algorithms, performing calculation, making evaluations and finally transformation of the obtained data into useful information [2];

- gather data, information and knowledge from the web using specific web mining techniques and provide them to the data tier.

Data tier store and retrieve information from all databases contained by company’s information system and transmit then to the logic tier for processing.

6 Conclusions

Understanding business environment dynamics and predicting its evolution is a challenging and difficult task for every information system of CI, but represents, in the same time, one of the most expected needs and requirements from organizations. An information system of CI used in an efficient way will determine an increasing level of efficiency of adopted and applied decisions. Information system of CI
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Figure 3: Framework for DSS based on web mining techniques

is recommended to be developed, implemented and used in order to create a competitive advantage over competitors and became more and more evident that CI process is necessary in every organization which intends to increase the existing level of intelligence.
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